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Hurworth Grange Community Heritage Orchard 

Maintenance and Management Plan 

March 2021 

Introduction 

The orchard is intended to be community asset, providing fruit and providing habitat for wildlife and 

a resource for residents.  Since it was planted in 2009, trees have been added, including fan trained 

trees against the allotments wall, stepover apples (espalier trained) along the path, and a vine.  A 

plan showing the original planting, updated in 2014 is attached as a reference, but excludes these 

trained trees.   

The trees in the body of the orchard are grown on standard rootstock (M25 or equivalent) which 

means they should grow to 5m or more.  The trees between the path and the wall are illustrative.   

In recent years pruning has been undertaken in manner not conducive to healthy, productive plants 

able to grow to their full potential.  Mowing regimes have favoured neat and tidy grounds 

maintenance rather than biodiversity.  This management plan in intended to reset the balance an 

provide a plan for the future that enables the best chance for the Orchard to develop as a beautiful 

and interesting community asset.   

This management plan covers the maintenance of established trees, and the grounds in which they 

grow, in the context of the wider Hurworth Grange environment.  Responsibility for the Orchard 

resides with Hurworth Parish Council (Open Spaces) but practical management is devolved to a 

voluntary group EPICH (Eco-People in Croft and Hurworth).  In the event of EPICH winding up the 

management reverts to HPC. 

Expert advice has been sought and received from John Buxton, project manager for the initial 

establishment of the Orchard, Cailean Stewart, gardener and outdoor operational lead for the 

National Trust at Nunnington Hall and Rievaulx Terrace, and Brian Gable.  Their input is gratefully 

acknowledged. 

Recommendations 

1. That habitat boxes are included in the orchard as part of a pest control regime. 

2. That the mowing regime in place in recent years is reviewed and perennial wildflowers are 

introduced in the interests of increased biodiversity and improved pollination. 

3. That this plan is reviewed every two years, and HPC request a twice-yearly report from 

EPICH on the management of the Orchard, detailing management activities carried out. 

4. That consideration is given to the desirability of using the Orchard as a focus for community 

events such as around Apple Day in Autumn or Wassail in January. 
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Orchard Pruning – established trees 

Why 

The trees are pruned to maintain vigour and health, produce a good crop, and retain the desired or 

practical shape.  How much, and the technique used, depends on the habit of the tree and type of 

fruit.  

There are two basic forms of tree in the orchard.  The majority are “standard” intended to grow 

close to their natural shape, pruned specifically to retain health and maximise cropping, and make 

collecting that crop practicable.  The others – against the wall and the “stepover” apples lining the 

path – are heavily trained and so need annual attention.   

In an Orchard of this size there is very little to be concerned with when a good management plan is 

followed. Following good cultural control and best practice will avoid, or at least slow the 

progression of, any issues. Disposing of infected fruit and wood is the correct way of managing the 

fungal or bacterial issues related to top fruit plants. 

What 

The first rule of pruning is to remove dead, diseased, damaged and crossing branches, and old, 

unfruitful wood.  Repeated excessive pruning produces an abundance of whippy new growth that 

will not produce fruit, and too little pruning will produce an overcrowded plant, keeping the sun 

from the fruit and enabling branches to rub together leaving he tree exposed to disease entry. If the 

tree is very vigorous, prune much more lightly.  The harder the pruning, the more vigorous and less 

productive the new growth.  Always cut back to something – a new bud pointing in the direction 

most beneficial to the overall shape of the tree, or the bark collar at the point of origin.  Pruning up 

to the “branch collar” of the wood is particularly important as it promotes “healing” of the cut and 

inhibits the introduction of infection.   

When 

All established (three years and older) untrained apple, pear, and quince trees, and vines are pruned 

in winter, before the new growth starts.   

All established (three years and older) untrained stone fruit trees – plum, peach, apricot, damson etc 

– are pruned in summer.  Winter pruning risks the entry of silverleaf and other diseases.  Such 

significant issues are is more a less incurable, so avoidance through good husbandry is necessary.   

All trained forms are pruned in summer.  This is because summer pruning reduces vigour and helps 

keep the fan or espalier shape.  Apricots blossom early so “summer” is rather earlier for those. 

A Summary of the pruning schedule and activity is given at the end of this plan. 

 

Orchard Environment 

Pest control and tree health 

Our National Trust consultant (Cal Stewart, who is operational lead at Nunnington Hall gardens 

including the organic, wildlife friendly orchards), recommends including habitat boxes in the 

orchard, to encourage beneficial invertebrates such as earwigs, lacewings and ladybirds to 

hibernate/take shelter and thus predate on the more common pests such as aphids. Grease bands 
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can be used but they have non-specific targets so will also impact beneficial organisms. If we think 

there’s a problem, grease bands could be used to give an indicator of numbers rather than a control. 

Grounds maintenance 

Practice at Nunnington Hall orchards is to have a perennial wildflower meadow setting for the trees.  

Perennial wildflower meadows is excellent habitat for top fruit pollinators and their pest predators 

and highly advisable in non-commercial fruit production.  This management plan proposes 

establishing  a perennial wildflower context at Hurworth Grange over the next few years. 

Establishing the meadow 

The main steps are: 

• Mow the grass short up to Mid April in the year the meadow is to be started.   

• Introduce yellow rattle plugs in groups of three, two groups per M2 approximately, leaving a 

circle round each tree.  Consider using a suppressing/fertilising mulch round the trees both 

to feed, and keep the grass down, thus avoiding the need to strim close to the trunks.   

• Let the grass and the yellow rattle grow.  Keep watered if the weather is dry. 

• Collect and distribute yellow rattle seed in the Autumn of year one and mow the meadow at 

that time.  Clear away all the cuttings. 

• Straight away plant wildflower plugs at a density of five or six per M2, and again ensure they are 

kept watered if dry. 

Managing the meadow 

One mowing per year (strim, as we won’t be scything unless we can rent a man with a scythe!) in the 

autumn, after all seed has set.  Cal Stewart’s specific advice is to leave the cutting as late as possible 

to maximise on the late flowering plants such as Harebell and Hawk bit but also for wildlife in 

general; grasshoppers for example are particularly active during late summer when meadows are 

traditionally cut and leaving it a tad later will help them along. 

Rake, turn, clear and dispose of the hay.  An option is to pile for decomposition at different locations 

where increased biodiverisity would be welcome.  

Rattle and other hemi-parasitic plants can eventually create a slight monoculture so in some years 

the meadow will have to be cut before the seed is fully ripe and that will then suspend the seed bank 

for a year or two but no need to be concerned with that for the time being. 

 

Engaging the Public 

EPICH has a grant from Tees Valley Nature Partnership to design and have made an interpretation 

panel for the Orchard, and the intention is that this will be introduced in the Autumn of 2021. 

Meanwhile, consistent and regular communication about the Orchard is desirable, both from EPICH 

and HPC/HCA.  Information in the bird hide noticeboard, temporary seasonal signage by the path, 

and articles on HPC website and EPICH facebook etc all need to tell the same story of biodiversity 

and  pollination improvement through this management approach. 

This plan also includes the introduction of public events into the Orchard, perhaps around Apple Day 

or “waking the orchard” community events in January to broaden the season of interest and engage 

more people with a view to increasing the numbers involved in its management and upkeep.  

Further research into the possibilities here is required. 
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v0.1 

Reviewed by Judith Redfern and Lynn Wylie for errors and 
omissions ahead of wider circulation 

March 12 
2021 

Second Draft 
v0.2 

Added input from Cal Stewart (Gardener, National Trust).  For 
review by EPICH 

March 21 
2021 

V0.3 Agreed by EPICH, for adoption by HPC 

   

March 2023 Next Review  
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Pruning Summary 

Standard Fruit 
Trees 

Orchard 
Reference 

November – February Summer (after blossom) Notes 

Apple 2, 4, 8 - 10, 13 – 
16, 19 – 21, 25, 
27 - 29 

Check for and remove any dead, diseased, 
damaged or crossing branches.  Check for 
signs of disease or canker. 
Remove any very weak growth. 
Objective – an open uncongested form 
allowing good ventilation and sun to reach 
all parts. 

If growth is very vigorous and needs 
to be checked, prune out unwanted 
branches after blossom. 

Apples are produced largely 
on shoots and spurs 
produced on wood two 
years and older. 

Pear 1, 6, 12, 24 Check for and remove any dead, diseased, 
damaged or crossing branches.  Check for 
signs of disease or canker. 
Remove any very weak growth. 
Objective – an open uncongested form 
allowing good ventilation and sun to reach 
all parts. 

If growth is very vigorous and needs 
to be checked, prune out unwanted 
branches after blossom. 

Fruiting occurs 
predominantly on wood two 
years old and older. 
Nitrogen hungry: annual use 
of a soil-association 
approved nitrogen fertiliser 
would be beneficial 

Damson 22, 23  Check for and remove any dead, 
diseased, damaged or crossing 
branches.  Check for signs of disease 
or canker. 
Remove any very weak growth. 
Objective – an open uncongested 
form allowing good ventilation and 
sun to reach all parts. 

Generally require less 
pruning than Apples and 
Pears. 

Plum 3, 5, 7, 18, 26 

Quince 11, 17, and Mr K 
Jowett’s 
memorial tree 

Minimal pruning required.  Occasional 
thinning of overcrowded growth, but 
fruit forms on last year’s growth so 
some must be retained. 

 Generally need little 
attention. 
Fruit on previous year’s 
growth 
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Trained 
cordons and 
espaliers 

    

Stepover 
Apples 

  When new young shoots have 
become woody, cut back to three 
leaves, and all side shoots to one leaf. 

 

Apricot  Cut back any dead branches to clean wood. Early summer: tie in young sideshoots 
as they become woody. 
Take out altogether any shoots 
pointing the wrong way. 
Take side shoots back to 5 or 6 leaves. 
Then, after fruiting, take them back to 
three leaves  

Fruit on previous year’s 
shoots. Prone to branch 
dieback and so exposed to 
pests and diseases as a 
consequence. 

Grapevine  Cut any new growth on the leader back to 
two buds.  Cut all laterals (side shoots) 
back to one bud 

Cut back any unfruiting laterals (side 
shoots) to 5 or six leaves. 
On fruiting laterals cut back to two 
leaves beyond the fruit. 
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Orchard Plan 

 


